
Hockey

Freak show or latter-day John
McEnroe, Nick Kyrgios has
polarised Wimbledon and the
locker room like no other player
since the American scorched
Centre Court grass. History has
been kind to McEnroe, but to
the well-heeled All England
Club the New Yorker was the
son of Satan during his reign of
the early 1980s.

Such was their contempt that
in July 1981, breaking a 104-year
tradition, the club announced
that their champion had not
been invited to become a
member. The 22-year-old, who
faced a $10,000 dollar fine and
a possible suspension for his
behaviour at the tournament,
was the first champion in the
history of the event not to be
offered an honorary member-
ship.

Fresh from his earlier match
against Britain’s Paul Jubb,
where he lashed out towards
spectators and the umpire on
several occasions Kyrgios was
fined $10,000 for admitting to
spitting towards a fan. “Some-
one just yelled out I was s**t in
the crowd today,” he said before
spittle flew in the direction of
the heckler.

He called a line judge, who
had left their chair to talk to the
umpire “a snitch with no
friends” and accused a fan of
trying to “stir up disrespect”
before issuing a warning.
“That’s fine, but if I give it back
to you, that’s just how it is.”

On Saturday night he
brought his show back to the
courts and screens. BBC cut
away from Nadal slicing anddic-
ing Italian Lorenzo Sonego to
three-set oblivion to dive into
the firefight in the coliseum that

Kyrgios had created on number
one court. The Australian has
become box office.

With his sleeve of tattoos,
back-to-front cap, feline move-
ment and a tennis game to die
for, Kyrgios, like McEnroe, was
stripping paint.

In a crazily watchable
third-round match both he and
Stefanos Tsitsipas received

code violations. The Greek star
then sent a ball hurtling into the
crowd after his serve was bro-
ken for the second set with Kyr-
gios immediately demanding
for him to be defaulted.

“He just hit a ball in the
f*****g crowd, are you dumb?”
he asked umpire Damien
Dumusois.

Kyrgios was then accused of

“threatening” Dumusois after
telling the official he would be
speaking about him in his
post-match press conference. “I
cannot believe, the amount of
s**t this tournament is going to
get because of you is insane,”
said the 27-year-old.

“People want to see me, not
you. You don’t know how to play
so how about you don’t tell me
how to play. I don’t care, bro ...
people want to see me, not you.
So don’t tell me what to do.”

Commentating for the BBC,
Andrew Cotter said: “He’s
threatening and trying to intimi-
date the umpire here.”

So toxic was the mood that
during play Tsitsipas twice tried
to hit Kyrgios with the ball at the
net as the dispute indeed car-
ried into the post-match press
conference where Tsitsipas ac-
cused the winner of being a bul-
ly.

“I’m not sure how I bullied
him,” said Kyrgios. “He was the
one hitting balls at me, he was

the one that hit a spectator, he
was the one that smacked it out
of the stadium. I didn’t do any-
thing. I was actually like – apart
from me just going back and
forth to the umpire for a bit – I
didnothingtowards Stefanos to-
day that was disrespectful, I
don’t think. I was not drilling
him with balls ... so, you think I
could just peg balls into the
crowd and not get defaulted?”

Wilfullyunconventional
He is wilfully unconventional,
the underarm serves,
irreverence and shattering of
the gentile tennis shibboleth
have made Kyrgios the most
watchable player in the world
because he’s not in control.

It usually comes at a cost. But
he is into the fourth round
against American Brandon
Nakashima and the eyes of a
younger generation, who have
less reverence for courtesy and
tradition, are never off him.

The fans know and the broad-

casters understand and the
game is discovering that there
must be room for the Australi-
an’s dissonance as it always
goes back to a compelling inter-
est in, generosity towards, and
empathy for, the flaws and
warts. His glorious struggle is
our struggles, his unpredicta-
ble, Technicolor temperament
a flip side to his natural talent.

The contradictions and
personal conflict of Kyrgios are
something tennis has lacked.
But Tsitsipas saw a bully,
whereas others see flair and
self-destruction. McEnroe was
invited to become an All
England member the following
year. The game’s sensibilities
withstood him. So too Kyrgios.

Let’s try a little thought experiment.
Imagine Paddy Power was in the
news for being hit with a record fine.
The offence in this imaginary

scenario is a build-up of thousands of
breaches of contract with its customers in
a scandal that spanned a full 18 years of
business. In fact, let’s not pick on Paddy
Power specifically – let’s make it the entire
bookmaking industry, banged to rights on
a combined 57 different regulatory
breaches that had affected 41,000 custom-
er accounts. It wouldn’t be a great look.

Okay, let’s leave the bookies alone on
this one. Just this once, they can take the
moral high ground.

How about we hang the charges around
the neck of the drinks industry instead?
Come on down Diageo and friends. Let’s
say – and again, before the lawyers get
twitchy, this is merely idle hypothesising –
let’s say Guinness were found culpable for
53 of their customers losing properties, 13
of which were family homes. Or that once
the scandal was uncovered and even after
they had admitted responsibility, they still
delayed redress action to make it up to
some of the customers they had wronged,
leaving them years without compensation.

Yes, yes, okay. You can put down the red
pen, m’learned friends. The drinks

industry has nothing to do with this. Clean
as a whistle on this one.

Ah, what the hell. Let’s go nuclear
altogether. For the sake of this argument,
let’s make it the Saudis. In this scenario, it’s
Mohammed bin Salman and the Public
Investment Fund who have fallen foul of
the authorities and have admitted to
dozens of cases of “failing to act honestly,
fairly and professionally in the best
interests of its customers”.

Recordfine
Imagine this wasn’t the Saudis’ first rodeo
either and that the size of the record fine
was, in part, down to the fact that it had
been the subject of four previous
enforcements from the regulator. Or that
when it was all handed down, their official
public response was a statement that ran
to only 59 words.

Eighteen years, close to ¤600 million in
refunds, compensation and legal fees and
all they have to say for themselves is a
measly 59 words. Imagine the Saudis
behaving like that. Or Paddy Power. Or
Guinness. Or whoever.

Now imagine them sponsoring the
All-Ireland championships, as Allied Irish
Banks do.

Last month, the bill came due for AIB

for their role in the industry-wide tracker
mortgage scandal. The fine imposed by the
Central Bank is ¤119 million but there’s an
inbuilt 30 per cent discount for early
resolution, so the number that will ulti-
mately go to the exchequer is ¤83 million.

All of which means that one of the
GAA’s headline sponsors is on the hook for
the biggest ever fine imposed by the
Central Bank for anything, ever. When you
consider that the Irish banking industry
has, to put it delicately, been no stranger to
scandals and breaches and fines down the
decades, that takes some doing.

For context, that is ¤45 million more
than the previous record, handed down to
Ulster Bank last year, also for their part in
the tracker scandal. A fine that size isn’t
handed down for a bit of colouring outside
the lines. This wasn’t some over-eager
junior staffer getting carried away and
greasing a few punters on the way up the
ladder. This was a monumental assault by
AIB on its customers, one that lasted
almost two decades and for which not a
single AIB employee or executive has ever
been found responsible.

Given all that, it’s reasonable to ponder
why the GAA continues to see them as
such an attractive bedfellow. Any other
industry that housed such a shower of

delinquents would surely have sporting
bodies running as fast as possible in the
opposite direction by this stage. But look
around you and regardless of your sport,
banks are everywhere.

The GAA has AIB, Bank of Ireland are
hard-wired into provincial rugby and
domestic soccer. Ulster Bank have left the
scene now but they hung in there with
their sponsorship of the All-Ireland
League right up to the end. All these
banks, the self-same institutions who
bankrupted the country just over a decade
ago and ravaged communities throughout
the tracker scandal, they’ve all stayed in
their various partnerships without any
suggestion that their behaviour might
imperil the arrangements.

There’s a double-standard here, which
the GAA has found itself in the middle of –
albeit through laudable intent. Whereas
other sporting bodies have less of an issue
with entering into partnerships with
bookies and drinks companies, the GAA
has long since decided to turn away from
sponsorship that promotes alcohol or
gambling. They feel a societal responsibili-
ty, a protectiveness towards their mem-
bers. Sneer at that if you will but it’s
genuinely held and dutifully followed.

Financialdisaster
And yet, when it comes to AIB, whose
actions resulted in financial disaster up to
and including the loss of family homes,
there appears to be no issue. The record
fine was handed down on Wednesday,
June 22nd. The following weekend, the
football quarter-finals were held in Croke
Park – eight counties pouring over
120,000 paying guests into GAA headquar-
ters. Flick through the match programmes
on both days you find 10 mentions of AIB
or uses of their logo – including on the
front cover, on all team lineout pages and a
full-page ad on the inside cover. The price
of doing business.

So what’s to be done about all this?
Probably nothing, if we’re all very honest

about it. AIB are no pariah here. We may
argue that they ought to be but that’s a
different day’s work. Partly it’s because
regardless of their actions, they’re seen as
respectable in a way bookies and drink
vendors never will be. Partly – and counter-
intuitively – it’s because people are a bit
inured to banking scandals at this stage.

But mostly, it’s because AIB’s sponsor-
ship of the GAA is a success. They’ve
supported the club championships since
the early-’90s. They’re one of the six title
sponsors of the All-Ireland. They’ve
hooked up with the camogie champion-
ships too. They’ve made it worth every-
one’s while, not just financially but in
terms of engagement too.

They’ve thrown themselves into making
behind-the-scenes videos with the Tailte-
ann Cup, with club players and county
players in all sorts of scenarios. They’ve got
hashtags going and social media cam-
paigns pumping. You won’t be able to
move for the next few months of the club
championships with being bombarded
with #TheToughest and all the rest of it.
The Real Ireland, packaged up and sold to
you by a bank that spent 18 years swindling
the people who live in it.

You don’t have to go to Saudi Arabia to
see sportswashing in action.

Casey becomes latest player
to join LIV Golf series

Madeley fires
Ireland to win
over Scotland

Kenny set for another coach
search after Eustace move

■ Nick Kyrgios speaks with
the umpire after the second
set during his third round
match against Stefanos
Tsitsipas at Wimbledon.
PHOTOGRAPH: PA
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Paul Casey has become the
latest player to join the
Saudi-backed LIV Golf
Invitational Series, despite
previously saying he would
be a “hypocrite” to play in the
Saudi International.

The 44-year-old is sched-
uled to compete in the third
LIV Golf event at Trump
National Golf Club Bedmin-
ster later this month, al-
though he has not played
since March due to a back
injury.

Casey, who is a former
Unicef ambassador, opted
out of the inaugural Saudi
International on the Europe-
an Tour in 2019, citing
concerns over the country’s

human rights record.
However, he subsequently

performed a U-turn.
“This is not a decision I’ve

taken lightly,” Casey said. “I
believe sport has the power
to affect change. I’ve listened
to the Saudis’ and their vision
for the future.”

A Luke Madeley hat trick saw
Ireland’s men win the Four
Nations Invitational tourna-
ment in Uddingston as they
beat hosts Scotland in the
final 5-3.

Callum Robson opened the
scoring when he picked out
the top corner 12 minutes
into the contest but the hosts
bounced back to lead 2-1 with
brothers Cameron and Jamie
Golden both netting.

Tim Cross, however,
levelled it at 2-2 at half-time
and Ireland took control in
the third quarter with
Madeley firing carbon copy
corner goals.

Alan Forsyth hit back with
11 minutes to go but the
Green Machine finished off
strong with Madeley complet-
ing his hat trick.

It is their second series win
of the summer thus far as
they continue to build to
August’s target event, the
EuroHockey qualifiers.

Soccer

Johnny Watterson

Wedon’tneedtogo to SaudiArabiato see sportswashing

Malachy
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It’s reasonable to ponder
why the GAA continues to
see AIB as such an
attractive bedfellow

Briefs

Day7–Results
Men’s
Singlesfourth round: (10) Jannik Sinner (Ita)
bt (5) Carlos Alcaraz Garfia (Spa) 6-1 6-4 6-7
(8-10) 6-3, David Goffin (Bel) bt (23) Frances
Tiafoe(USA) 7-6 (7-3) 5-7 5-7 6-4 7-5, (9)
Cameron Norrie (Gbr) bt (30) Tommy Paul
(USA) 6-4 7-5 6-4, (1) Novak Djokovic (Ser) bt
Tim Van Rijthoven (Ned) 6-2 4-6 6-1 6-2
Women’s
Singlesfourth round: Marie Bouzkova (Cze)
bt Caroline Garcia (Fra) 7-5 6-2, (3)Ons
Jabeur(Tun) bt (24) Elise Mertens(Bel) 7-6
(11-9) 6-4, Tatjana Maria (Ger)bt (12) Jelena
Ostapenko(Lat) 5-7 7-5 7-5, Jule Niemeier
(Ger)bt Heather Watson(Gbr) 6-2 6-4

Day8–OrderofPlay
CentreCourt – 1.30pm Brandon Nakashima
(USA) v Nick Kyrgios(Aus), (4) Paula Badosa
Gibert (Spa) v (16) Simona Halep (Rom), (21)
BoticVan de Zandschulp (Ned) v (2) Rafael
Nadal (Spa)
Court 1 – 1pm: (17) Elena Rybakina (Kaz) v
PetraMartic (Cro), Jason Kubler (Aus) v (11)
TaylorHarry Fritz (USA), (20) Amanda
Anisimova (USA) v Harmony Tan (Fra)
Court 2 – 11am: Christian Garin (Chi) v (19)
Alex De Minaur (Aus), Alize Cornet (Fra) v Ajla
Tomljanovic (Aus), (9) Zhaoxuan Yang (Chn) &
Yi Fan Xu (Chn) v (7) Alexa Guarachi (Chi) &
AndrejaKlepac (Slo), Jack Sock (USA) & Cori
Gauff (USA) v Edouard Roger-Vasselin (Fra) &
Alize Cornet (Fra)

PolarisingKyrgios proves tobe a
magnetforbothsighs andeyes

Tennis Wimbledon

atWimbledon

Sports

Tipping Point

Geraldine Sheridan scored
the crucial goal as Cavan
retained their All-Ireland
Senior Championship status
for next year with a 1-13 to 1-9
win over Westmeath, who
now fall back to the Interme-
diate grade.

After being behind for
most of the game – and
having missed a first-half
penalty – Cavan took the lead
for the first time in the 48th
minute and despite West-
meath coming back at them,
Gerry Moane’s side were
able to hold on.

Westmeath let by two at
the break and a goal by Sarah
Dillon in the 42nd minute
looked like it might give them
the edge, but Cavan came
back with two points before
Sheridan finished to the net.

Westmeath pulled back
level again but late frees
from McVeety and Gilsenan
got Cavan over the line to
secure their senior status.

Sheridan helps
Cavan retain
senior status

Ladies’ football

Golf

■ Paul Casey: ‘This is not a
decision I’ve taken lightly’

With John Eustace replacing
Lee Bowyer as Birmingham
City manager, Stephen
Kenny appears to be seeking
a fourth new coach for the
Republic of Ireland in just
two years.

Eustace only joined the
Ireland camp in March, when
Belgium head hunted
Anthony Barry ahead of the
World Cup in Qatar, with the
Englishman maintaining his
day job as Queens Park
Rangers coach.

Barry had replaced
Damien Duff as coach and he
introduced Chelsea’s 3-4-2-1
system, straight off the
training ground where he
works full-time, as Ireland
then went on a run of four

wins, five draws and a
narrow defeat in Portugal,
which helped to convince the
FAI board that Kenny
deserved a two year contract
extension to take Ireland to
Euro 2024 in Germany.

“He’s thought-provoking
and he challenges some
concepts, so he’s interesting
and I feel that he’s a really
good person as well, and he’ll
bring a humility to the
group,” said Kenny on
Eustace’s appointment. “I
think he’ll do a good job.”

Ireland won two, drew two
and lost twice during Eusta-
ce’s brief stint, which also
included a formation shift to
3-5-2.

GAVIN CUMMISKEY

Results & Order of Play

Fansbeguiled by the
maverick’sblendof
skill and inclination
towards conflict

Impressive Jabeurmaintainsprogress whilestill having fun
JOHNNY WATTERSON

The newly elevated favourite
for the women’s title next week-
end made her way, unsteadily
at first but ultimately convinc-
ingly into the second week at
Wimbledon.

World number two Ons
Jabeur, hoping to become the
first African player to win a
Grand Slam title, beat Belgian
Elise Mertens 7-6 (11-9), 6-4 in a
little under two hours.

After world number one Iga
Swiatek was surprisingly beat-
en on Saturday, Jabeur now
steps into pole position to make
it through this week and also be-
come the first Arab player to
make it to a Grand Slam final.

“It’s never easy to play her. I
had to dig very deep in the
tiebreak,” said the Tunisian
player. “I couldn’t imagine
three sets with her. I always
have fun on grass. I love playing
on grass. Hopefully it will

continue this way for me all the
way to the final.”

An evangelist for the game,
Jabeur once again challenged
others from the continent of Af-
rica to follow her example and
urged players to stop making ex-
cuses.

“I want to see more players
here not from my country but
the African continent,” she said
in her interview on Centre
Court. “I want them to believe
more in themselves. I don’t

come from a rich family. You
just [have] got to stop looking
for excuses and go for it.”

Variedgame
Again showing her varied
game, Jabeur faced an
obdurate opponent in Mertens,
who was fast around the court
and confidently played from
the baseline with hard and accu-
rate hitting. The pair could not
be separated in the first set
which went to a tiebreak,

Jabeur narrowly eking it out
11-9 to take an important advan-
tage.

The second set was more
straight forward as Jabeur got
onto the Mertens serve and be-
gan to return with greater con-
sistency and one break of ser-
vice had the Belgian serving to
stay in the fourth round. Nerves
then appeared to come into
play and on match point
Mertens served up a double
fault to close the evening.

Earlier in the day the champi-
onship of Britain’s Heather
Watson came to a close at the
hands of a talented young Ger-
man player, Jule Niemeier 6-2,
6-4 in a match played directly af-
ter the Centre Court 100 year
celebration.

Watson never really threat-
ened Niemeier, who coasted to
the first set before finishing the
match in just 77 minutes. Wat-
son was the last British woman
in the singles draw.
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Very close friends of mine
ended up being paralysed
or in really bad situations
after falls so I know the
dangers and I know what
can go wrong. But I was
lucky enough to come down
on the right side of it so it
wasn’t in my make-up or
mindset to think about that

D avy Russell was never not coming
back. Not when he broke his neck.
Not when the shock from his fall in
the 2020 Munster National shot

down his arm and out through his finger
and thumb with such a bang that it felt like
a firework had gone off in his hand. Not
when he was in traction, which is the fancy
name given to lying on the flat of his back
with bolts drilled into his head and bags of
water hanging off them.

If he was ever going to consider retire-
ment, it would have been then. When the
hours would pass and all he could do was
stare at the ceiling and wait for the nurse to
come and add more water to the bags, elon-
gating his spine that extra bit more. Or, as
he puts it: “Like the last scene in Brave-
heart where they have William Wallace
tied up and they’re stretching him away.”

But no. Even then, it never occurred to
him to end his riding career. Not even
when the surgeon explained to him how
fortunate he had been, how 90 per cent of
people with his injury end up paralysed for
life. How, when he was speared head-first

into the ground, it was only a matter of mil-
limetres that saved him.

By pure luck, his vertebrae fractured
backwards and away from his spinal cord
instead of forwards and in on top of it. Re-
gardless, none of that spooked him. He nev-
er wondered how much more luck he had
left to push.

“No, that’s not that way I was thinking,”
he says. “I wasn’t in that 90 per cent so I
wasn’t in that mindset. I was in the 10 per
cent of people who were fine after it. And
Jesus, I was so happy to be in it. But I wasn’t
going to dwell on it.

“Very close friends of mine ended up be-
ing paralysed or in really bad situations af-
ter falls so I know the dangers and I know
what can go wrong. But I was lucky enough
to come down on the right side of it so it
just wasn’t in my make-up or mindset to
think about that. I was told I’d be able to
ride again so that was good enough for
me.”

This will all seem entirely deranged to
most people. To the outside world, to any-
one with a family, even just to those of a
similar age who can’t tog out for a game of
five-a-side these days without paying for it
through half the week that follows. Russell
is 42 and has four kids under the age of
eight. Time would be ticking on anyway,
broken neck or no broken neck.

He, Ruby Walsh and Barry Geraghty all
turned 42 within a few months of each oth-
er last year. Walsh retired in 2019, Ger-
aghty finished up in 2020. Russell came
closer to catastrophe than either of them,
yet he’s the only one still in the plate. Sure-
ly someone who had his ear at least won-
dered if it was wise?

“They didn’t say it to my face if they were
thinking of it,” he says. “My wife certainly
didn’t so that was all that mattered. There
were plenty of people thinking it, I’m sure.
And it would have been for my benefit that
they were thinking that way.

“But you have to remember, since I

could put on my own socks, all I wanted to
do was ride horses. You ride horses and
that’s fine. And then you ride in races, and
that’s fine too. And then you ride winners
and that’s great.

“But then you ride winners at Chelten-
ham. And you get on a good horse. And I
don’t know what it’s like to run out in
Croke Park or Wembley Stadium or An-
field but I do know what it’s like to set foot
in the parade ring in Cheltenham or Ain-
tree or Punchestown before a big race on a
big day.

“And when you get that, you don’t want
to give it back too easy. I just wasn’t ready
to do it. I wasn’t ready to give it back. My
wife was very supportive of me, Gordon
[ELLIOTT]was very supportive of me and
sure what more do you want?

“Once they said I’d be able to ride again,
I left it at that and didn’t ask too many ques-
tions. I didn’t dwell on it. I moved on from
there fairly fast. It might have stayed in oth-
er people’s minds for a while but my mind
moved on pretty quickly to getting back rid-
ing. It’s the only thing I know how to do.”

That last bit isn’t strictly true, of course.
You know this if you watched Russell as a
pundit on RTÉ during his 11 months off or
if you’ve ever caught him smart-alecking
away on the Cheltenham preview circuit.
He has a deep knowledge of the breeding
side of the industry and will be buying and
selling horses for years to come, whether
he is riding them or not. He is a race-rider,
yes. But he’s a farmer and a storyteller and
a fierce lover of rural life too.

Upbringing
Russell grew up in a family of six children
in Cork and while everyone had an interest
in horses, none of the rest of them took to
riding like he did. Straight away, it was a
language he could get on his ear more natu-
rally than all the others. So in a busy house,
he’d often take himself away on the pony
across the fields. Out there, whatever hap-
pened, happened.

“Basically it was, when you got a fall, you
got up as quick as you could and you were
either tough enough or you weren’t. And
from a very young age, that was the way

you thought. So if I got a fall off a pony, I
didn’t go into the house to tell my father I
got a fall off a pony. I went in to tell him I
got back up again. It’s the difference be-
tween complaining about being sore and
showing you were able to get back up and
keep going. That never really leaves you.”

His father went to Cheltenham every
year. This was back in the 1980s, when the
festival was three days long and the Irish
contingent was small, devoted and thrilled
to be out in the wild. For years in the Rus-
sell house there was a framed picture of
Gerry Russell smiling out from the seat of a
tractor lawnmower and eventually, when
he was old enough, Davy managed to get
him to explain.

“Basically, he made a bet with a fella the
night before that he would drive this lawn-
mower to Cheltenham. Like, nobody even
had a tractor lawn mower at the time so I
don’t know where it came from. But he got
it and he drove it to Cheltenham. It was 25
miles! Up the motorway!

“But he did it anyway. He drove it up and
parked it between a Rolls Royce and a Bent-
ley. That’s the way he told it to us anyway.
He always said the only regret he had was
that he didn’t take it out onto the track and
drive it up the finishing hill. ‘I’d have got an
awful round of applause if I done it that
way,’ he said.

“My mother was a saint, she was a mar-

vellous woman. I adored the ground she
walked on. Some paper rang my mother to
tell her that her husband was after winning
an award in Cheltenham for the most out-
rageous act of the festival after he drove a
lawnmower up the motorway. And she just
went, ‘Well, if that’s what he wants to do,
I’m quite busy here with six children so
good luck to him and I hope he enjoys him-
self.’”

So you wonder why he is still going and
the answers reveal themselves like the sym-
bols on a scratch card. The bit of toughness
is in there, the bit of madness too. Not un-
importantly, he’s still a brilliant rider. On
the all-time Cheltenham list, only Walsh,
Geraghty and Tony McCoy have ridden
more festival winners than his 25. Of those
suiting up in the weighing room on Tues-
day week, only Paul Townend (18), Nico De
Boinville (13) and Tom Scudamore (10)
have double figures against their name.

At the Dublin Racing Festival last
month, he finished second in the jockeys’
table with three winners to Townend’s
five, including the Gold Cup on Conflated.
He and Jack Kennedy will split up the best
and brightest from Elliott’s yard between
them as the week goes on and he is in with a
huge chance to win his second Gold Cup on
Galvin. The point is, he’s not still riding
just to be involved. He is a factor in the big-
gest races.

GordonElliott
Much of that is down to his partnership
with Elliott. They first knew each other as
young amateur riders back at the end of
the 1990s. Russell went on to have the ca-
reer both of them were dreaming of, Elli-
ott went on to build one neither could have
imagined possible.

When the horrendous photo of Elliott
sitting on a dead horse went around the
world in the run-up to Cheltenham last
year, it was Russell who came out to bat for
him. He couldn’t and wouldn’t defend the
photo. But he didn’t think twice about
standing up for his friend.

“I wasn’t worried for him,” Russell says
now. “I know him too well. He was always
going to get to the other side of it. Worried

is the wrong way of thinking about it. But I
understood the seriousness of it. That’s def-
initely true. I most certainly understood
the seriousness of it.

“But whether I doubted his future? No, I
never, ever doubted him, not for one sec-
ond. I was aware of the magnitude of it all,
absolutely. And of the effect it had on him.
I was very aware of that. But I knew he
would get out the other side. I think since
then, he has a sharper awareness of things.
He was very honest about it. He just want-
ed a chance to move on and he has been giv-
en a chance and he’s taking it.”

For his own part, Russell goes to Chel-
tenham now as royalty. He first competed
at the festival in 2000, riding as an ama-
teur for Ferdy Murphy. The horse was
called Toni’s Tip and it finished sixth in the
Kim Muir. To look down the list of riders
now, 22 years on, is to see a lot of stories
waiting to be told. Elliott rode the favour-
ite Shannon Gale but came down halfway
round.Russell’s late, great friend JT McNa-
mara finished down the field on a Martin
Pipe horse. Just kids, green as the grass be-
neath them.

“I’d say I wasn’t even 20 yet,” Russell
laughs. “If I was on a plane, it was probably
only once or twice before that. I arrived
over and I had nowhere to stay, I barely
even owned a suit - I think I had to go look-
ing for a tie.

“I had no bed anyway, I know that. I’ll
never forget it, Ted Walsh gave me a bed
for the night to sort me out. I didn’t know
what sterling was, I wouldn’t have really
known about passports or any of that stuff.
And then, when you put all that aside, you
just go there and you ride the horse and
you do your best.”

It’s all he’s ever done. It took six years
for him to win a race over there and then
he won at least one every year until 2019.
He’ll usually find a way to get one home in
the handicaps, albeit that the Gold Cup
and the Triumph Hurdle are probably his
best shouts of the 2022 edition.

Whether it’s his last one or not, he isn’t
saying. Enough people have popped the
question for him to have his answer ready
and he’s well fit to find touch with his kick
at this stage. Probe him on it and he’ll con-
vince you that he genuinely doesn’t know
himself.

“Ah look, people ask me this and all I can
say is that I had my chance to retire and I
didn’t take it. So whether it happens two
years from now or a couple of weeks from
now, it will be whatever it is. I just know it’s
not today. That’s all I know for sure.

“I don’t want it to sound like I don’t care
whether I retire or not. Of course I care.
But I don’t give it any thought. It doesn’t
have any value for me on a daily basis. It’s
not something that’s playing on my mind.
I’m not eyeing up a certain day. I will feel
like giving it up the day I give it up.” That
day isn’t here yet so he will go on enjoying
himself. Keeping on the right side of lucky.
Making sure – or as sure as he can – that he
picks the day before the day picks him.

‘‘

I don’t know what it’s like to
run out in Croke Park or
Wembley Stadium or Anfield
but I do know what it’s like
to set foot in the parade ring
in Cheltenham or Aintree or
Punchestown before a big
race on a big day

‘‘Stayingthe
rightside
oflucky
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Davy Russell was never not
coming back to race riding,
not even when he broke
his neck



Analysis

Jim
McGuinness ‘‘
Where are Dublin? The immediate

reference point is the Meath
game. So much has been spoken
and written about the absence

of Stephen Cluxton over the summer.
But Evan Comerford was almost

flawless. He made some excellent saves.
His execution from restarts and his ball
retention was of the highest quality. You
could see him organising everyone and a
lot of Dublin’s scores came from his kick
outs. He looked assured. He looked like
Stephen Cluxton in disguise. But, of
course, he is not. Even at the end of the
game, there was a focus on Cluxton’s not
being there. But it should be acknowl-
edged that his replacement was excellent.

For all that has been said about Dublin
they remain process driven. The word
machine still applies. Take the passage
between 10th and 12th minute when they
took possession from a Meath kick-out.
Fifteen passes were involved in a period of
one minute and 20 seconds and no Meath
player was able to get close to them until
Matthew Costello fouled Brian Fenton and
Dublin had a penalty. Here was a snapshot
of their strengths – ball retention, patiently
dragging the opposition defence out of
shape until the moment to make that
incision presents itself. I spotted Niall
Scully put his arm up a few times to set the
offence.

They move the ball at pace and don’t

take it into contact and look for that
moment. The other glaring strength is
their physical presence. They look bigger,
faster and more agile than any other team
in Ireland. They are tailor made for that
stop-start moment of incision. From the
penalty score, Meath restarted and Jonny
Cooper went full throttle for a 40-60 ball
and hurt himself in the resulting clash.

Physicalhardwork
Those passages summed up Dublin at their
best. They aren’t afraid of that physical
hard work. And up front, Ciaran Kilkenny,
John Small, Con O’Callaghan and Dean
Rock are bigger than most defenders. That
is a serious conundrum for anyone. Their
capacity to put pressure on the opposition
kick out is outstanding. They force the long
ball and then exploit their physical advan-
tage by making it a battle for possession.

And when they do win it they have those
few seconds when the opposition defence
is not yet organised. And they are expert at
exploiting that too. They used the fisted
pass a lot, the dink ball is a huge part of
their game and they are constantly looking
to back-door. Then you have the full on
direct running – McCarthy, Small, Scully
and Kilkenny are prime exponents but half
the team can go direct. Peadar Ó Cofaigh
Byrne was caught in possession a few
times so they just replaced him with Tom
Lahiffe at half time. It is ruthless but they
have the players.

In my opinion Fenton is such a physical
specimen and his head and shoulders
above others in terms of athleticism and
skill and tactical sense. He is without doubt
the best there is as a midfielder and just
running the game. He is in his prime.

So you have ask the question: what

happened to Dublin in the second half? Not
a lot, is the intriguing answer. It is not as if
Meath were piling on big pressure in the
second. Yes they got the goal through hard
running. But it was still 2-11 to 1-6 after
that. It was hardly a nuclear strike. Meath
just kept chipping away. .

This was more Dublin’s own doing. I felt
they dragged themselves into the trench-
es. They laboured heavily under steady
consistent pressure, nothing more. We
haven’t seen this happening in a long, long
time. The Dublin bench is clearly not what
it was. That helped to create that firewall
of invincibility in seasons past. They could
bring in those game-changing reserves to
shift the dynamic of a game. But here, they
looked vulnerable. They looked unsure.
You could see it in their faces and body
language. Unfortunately for Meath they
didn’t have enough to capitalise on that. So
where does that come from? I feel it can be
something small – a block or a wide and a
sense travels through the field.

Dean Rock wasn’t up to speed and
missed a few chances. Cormac Costello
kicked the ball away a few times. Decision
making comes to look frayed. Their first
score of the second half came in the 50th
minute. They scored 0-2 in 37 minutes of
the second half until Fenton kicked a score
in the 73rd minute. A row broke out late in
the game. All of this was alien to the Dublin
we know.

So I took a pause and tried to look at the
big picture. What is the make-up of the
team now that Cluxton is gone? Well.
Inexperience is part of it. A different
goalkeeper and players like Sean McMa-
hon. Lahiffe, Bugler and Ó Cofaigh Byrne
are all new to this. And against that:
fatigue. How many times can you go to the
well? Fitzsimons. Cooper. Rock. McCa-

rthy. Fenton, Kilkenny have been there a
long time. So you have contrasting dynam-
ics on the field. This wasn’t an implosion.
But it was a change. You could see some-
thing happening for Meath. They smelled
blood. The crowd sensed blood. You could
sense it on the television too.

It won’t be lost on Mayo and Kerry – or
on Jack O’Connor and Kildare.

What are Dublin’s strengths? They are
still process driven and can still execute at
a very high level. They have the best
goalkeeper left in the championship. They
have better defenders than Mayo or Kerry.
If I was picking their team I would have
Brian Howard at midfield rather than
centre back if John Small is fit for centre
back. Then they have the best midfield
pairing left in the championship.

Their forwards are exceptional. So I
think they still have the balance of power.
They still have this absolute control of
knowing what they want to do with the ball
in, say, three minutes time. They have
defenders who want to put their body on

the line. And I believe they were in second
gear in the first half. Did they take Meath
for granted? That is irrelevant: they
imploded and ended up in a different place
where they were questioning themselves
and they were beginning to doubt.

What I would suggest is this: the key to
beating Dublin is to drag them into the
trenches. Teams have tried to do that for
years and failed. But it happened against
Meath without any real design or intent.
There is a cohort who believe Dublin are
now there for the taking. I would be
cautious about that school of thought.

Fractured
However, this is the most intriguing
moment the championship has offered in a
number of seasons. Processes become
challenged and fractured. A top team can
look ordinary. And for the first time in
many years, Dublin have looked ordinary
in the Leinster championship. The aura
and mask of invincibility slipped.

The key to beating Dublin is not simply
about beating them at football. It is to
move them into a different room in their
minds. And then beating them at football.

I feel they have exposed something
about themselves in the Meath game. But
this could have a contrary effect on Dublin.
Maybe this is the moment they have been
waiting for: questioned on a national level
and doubted and having to steel them-
selves. It can become a really galvanizing
moment in the evolution of their team.

They will have to play both Mayo and
Kerry to get there for the seventh time. It’s
a special challenge for them. It is easy to
win when everything is going well. It is a
different proposition when challenged.
For me, this is their opportunity to under-
line their brilliance.

GaelicGamesChampionship2021

By the Sunday night after Brendan Óg Ó
Dufaigh died, his body still wasn’t home
from hospital. The local machinery that
guides a place through these things had
long since kicked into gear, however, and
the Monaghan Harps clubhouse on the
edge of the town was the centre of opera-
tions.

That had been the way of it since early
on Saturday morning when club secretary
Nicola Shalvey tied a black ribbon to the
gates and laid a single wreath.

Nobody had declared the clubhouse the
place to go. It just sort of happened. It’s
down a lane off a square, folded in against
the hill where the old St Davnet’s psychiat-
ric hospital stands. Generations of Mona-
ghan kids have put down Friday nights
necking a few cans in the shadows up on
the grass bank before spending their week-
ends togging out down on the pitch a cou-
ple of hundred yards away. Ógie was well
fit to handle himself on either patch of
grass.

“The little divil that he was, he hung
around with all walks of life in the town,”
says club chairman Jimmy Croarkin. “It
didn’t matter who you were. He was a little
rogue, he hung about with the messers of
the town as much as he hung out with lads
who were serious about football.

“He wouldn’t be afraid to sit up with the
boys having a wee drink in Davnet’s and
have the crack and everything. But he
knew what was ahead of him football-wise.
He knew that he was going to play for
Monaghan for the next 10 years. That’s
why he stayed at under-20 and didn’t go in
with the seniors when Banty invited him
in.

“Most people who get that phone call
are up and ready to go before the question
is even finished. But he was loyal to his
team and his friends and he knew there
was plenty of time to be a senior.”

Down at the clubhouse, the crowds
came and they came. Through Saturday
and Sunday and into the night. Initially,
the club weren’t sure whether a book of
condolence was possible or practicable in
Covid times but so many people turned up,
it felt like the obvious thing to do. So they
worked in shifts, wiping down pens, refill-
ing hand sanitiser, parking cars, directing
traffic.

On Sunday afternoon, the Derry minor
team stopped off on their way back from
winning their All-Ireland final in Tullam-
ore. Of the thousands of visitors who came
through the place, there was something
about a busload of newly minted All-Ire-
land champions that took everyone’s
breath away. They hung a Derry flag on the
club gate, paid their respects and got back
on the road for home. Young footballers,
everything ahead of them.

Consoling
In the evening, the Monaghan seniors
came. They signed the book and hung
around. Talking, consoling, being whatev-
er help they could be. The win over Ar-
magh the day before had done more than
they could have known to change the
mood in the county, even just for a couple
of hours.

In the quiet of a clubhouse wake, people

weren’t sure whether to keep it totally sol-
emn or pump a discreet fist and murmur a
“well done” when they caught their eye. So
they did both. It might not have been right
but it didn’t feel wrong.

Usually, the day after an Ulster semi-fi-
nal win is a day to keep the outside world
out. Recover, flush out the lactic acid, eat
well, hydrate, all that jazz. Standing
around talking ball with Joe and Josephine
Public isn’t helpful or advisable.

Yet there they were. Among their peo-
ple, gathering in close. When the crowds
began to thin and the late summer sunset
started sending people home, club mem-
bers went around checking doors and clos-
ing the place up. At 11pm, the last person to
leave the clubhouse was Conor McManus.

The time you won your town the race
We chaired you through the mar-

ket-place;
Man and boy stood cheering by,
And home we brought you shoul-

der-high.
Today, the road all runners come,
Shoulder-high we bring you home,
And set you at your threshold down,
Townsman of a stiller town.

(from To An Athlete Dying Young by AE
Housman)

To get a sense of what Brendan Óg Ó Du-
faigh meant to Monaghan town, it helps to
know about his club. The Harps are a mad-

dening thing at times. A town club with
townie players, with all the good and bad
that implies. Nearly always a force at un-
derage, never a factor at senior level. The
biggest town in the county, the widest pick
of players. And yet no senior champion-
ship since 1923. Just four final appearanc-
es in 98 years.

In a county like Monaghan, everyone
moves away. To Dublin, to Belfast, to Der-
ry, wherever. But somehow the country
clubs like Scotstown and Clontibret and
Ballybay always make sure the elastic
doesn’t snap.

McManus spent his 20s in Dublin but
still won five county titles with Clontibret.
Conor McCarthy was a mainstay of UCD
Sigerson teams and could still gather up
five titles of his own with Scotstown. Ryan
Wylie is a radiographer in the Mater hospi-
tal who gets in his relaxation time playing
for Ballybay.

For whatever reason, the Harps have
never been good at holding onto players.
Maybe it’s a townie thing. Maybe the
bonds aren’t quite as tight, the relation-
ships that bit more fleeting. The yo-yoing
between senior and intermediate – with
the occasional nosedive into junior foot-
ball – probably doesn’t help either. One
way or another, it’s a timeless problem.

Ógie Duffy was different. He was going

nowhere. Despite being the son of two
teachers, books weren’t his thing. He
wasn’t wired that way. He wanted to work
with his hands and had started in Century
Homes. He loved it.

“His father runs the Irish school,” says
Croarkin. “His mother is a teacher. In any
other house in the country, there’d have
been big pressure on him – ‘Why are you
not going to college? Why are you not stud-
ying?’

“But they knew their son. They didn’t
care that he wasn’t academic. He worked
out in Century Homes, he had a hammer
and a wee bag that he carried around with
him and a wee stool and they knew that he
was happy. That was what he wanted to do.
In their house, it was just, ‘Ógie’s happy
and that’s all that matters.’ It was all just
pure love.”

Numbness
In the week that followed his death, some
of his co-workers couldn’t face it. Men who
were older than him and around a lot long-
er drove into work, got as far as the front
door and turned around and went home
again. There was a numbness to the place.
Townsmen of a stiller town.

The people were mourning the sun-
dered youth, of course. Grieving for the

family. Crying for the sudden, life-altering
void in the Ó Dufaigh house out behind the
town swimming pool. But mixed in there
somewhere too was the loss of what Ógie
Duffy would have become. A Harps man
on the Monaghan team, possibly a future
captain like he had been at minor and un-
der-20. Someone they could push forward
and go, “Here. Look. This is who we are.”

“We got messages from all over the
world,” Croarkin says. “Monaghan people
were so connected by it. There was a busi-
nessman in town who went into Fleming’s
[SuperValu] and said that anyone who
wanted to come in and get a Monaghan
Harps flag, he would pay for it.

“One of the nights, I looked at my phone
going to bed and counted 198 calls that
day. So many people wanted to help and
get involved. It brought people together in
a way none of us ever would have thought
possible. Everybody in the town and in the
county was affected.”

In the middle of it all, Seamus
McEnaney and his players have an Ulster fi-
nal to bear down and get on with. An Ulster
final against Tyrone into the bargain, the
team who have put a sudden and unsympa-
thetic end to any good summer Monaghan
football has had over the past decade.

Tyrone beat them in Ulster finals in
2007 and 2010, in All-Ireland quarter-fi-

nals in 2013 and 2015 and in their only
All-Ireland semi-final of the past three dec-
ades, in 2018. Whatever trouble Tyrone
have been in, they’ve generally been able
to rely on Monaghan to help them up and
out of it.

In the circumstances, nobody will hold it
against the Monaghan team if the same
happens again today in Croke Park. While
most of the senior players didn’t know Ó
Dufaigh personally, some of the newer ar-
rivals on the scene had played with him at
underage. McEnaney knew him probably
the best of all from when he was county mi-
nor manager and freely admits that he has
found the past fortnight particularly hard
to bear.

In that context, it was no surprise when
selector David McCague assumed the
press duties in the run-up to the final. “It
was a massive shock to the GAA communi-
ty in Monaghan and the players feel that as
well,” McCague said on Monday night.

This is the thing. No matter how well or
otherwise any of them knew Ó Dufaigh,
they have lived through a traumatic two
weeks in the life of their county and its peo-
ple. For almost half of the prep time since
the semi-final, it was the only topic of con-
versation. Pushing it aside to get ready for
an Ulster final is no small task.

They were all Ógie Duffy once. In a coun-
ty of 32 clubs, 18 are represented on the
senior panel. They were all the big hope for
the future, the best foot forward that their
town or village or bend in the road could
make. Even if they didn’t know him, they
knew what it was to be 19 and a footballer
and on top of the world.

Escapism
“They are very mature and focused individ-
uals,” McCague said. “The great thing
about sport is that in really tough times it is
a form of escapism, and training sessions
and games give you an opportunity to es-
cape from the hurt and the shock that fell
upon us.

“In that sense, when we’ve been on the
field together it has been a form of therapy
in some respect where people can put their
mind to something they enjoy and take
great satisfaction out of rather than the
hurt and pain since we lost Brendan Óg.

“The boys are a very tight group. A lot of
new players have come in over the last 18
months or so and you can see the relation-
ships develop, and those relationships are
really important at a time like this.

“People can talk to each other and ex-
press their feelings, which has been a great
help to us. I have to pay a massive tribute to
the leadership within the playing group for
the way they put their arm around the
younger players and supported them
through it.”

There is, of course, an easy way out.
When tragedies happen, the handy fall-
back is to say it puts sport into perspective.
That the result of a game, Ulster final or
not, doesn’t much matter when you’re low-
ering a 19-year-old into the ground.

But while that is true, up to a point, it
doesn’t quite sit right either. If we dismiss
football as being inconsequential, we di-
minish the role it played in making Ógie
Duffy who he was. It was what he was best
at, what he put the most of himself into,
what gave him his greatest form of expres-
sion. Blithely saying his death puts football
in perspective ignores the fact that football
itself was the perspective through which
he saw his life. After all the emotion of the
past fortnight, the county will feel they
owe him more than that.

‘‘

Malachy Clerkin

So many people wanted to
help and get involved. It
brought people together in
a way none of us ever would
have thought possible.
Everybody in the town and
in the county was affected

The death of Monaghan
under-20 captain
Brendan Óg Ó Dufaigh
struck the county’s heart

Keyto beating Dublinis to
dragtheminto the trenches
asmask ofinvincibility slips

AGAAcommunity in mourning
steelsitselfforUlster final

But here [against Meath],
they looked vulnerable.
They looked unsure. You
could see it in their faces
and body language

■ Monaghan senior players stand for a
moments applause in memory of
Monaghan Under-20 captain Brendan Óg
Ó Dufaigh (below right) before the Ulster
semi-final in Newry; The coffin of
Brendan Óg Ó Dufaigh is taken into
St McCartan’s Cathedral in Monaghan
town at his funeral on July 21st.
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